Welcome  (Dave DeVidi)

Opening Remarks  (Rosalie Sherwood)

Honouring Mary Synnott  (Gerry Callaghan)

Women's Studies Class Prizes  (Gerry Callaghan)
First year prize in Women’s Studies: Manjot Kaur Dhindsa  (Trevor Holmes)
Upper year prize in Women’s Studies: Megan Whalen  (Carla Fehr)

Philosophy Class Prizes  (Gerry Callaghan)
First year prize in Philosophy: Venus Ho  (Brian Orend)
Second year prize in Philosophy: James Butler  (Carla Fehr)
Third year prize in Philosophy: Josephine Luetke  (Brian Orend)
Fourth year prize in Philosophy: Samantha Afonso  (Carla Fehr)

Citizenship Prize: Nicole Sandford  (Greg Andres)

Essay Prizes  (Gerry Callaghan)
Undergraduate Essay Prize: Gold Medal  (Doreen Fraser)
Roger Wilkinson, PHIL 371 Final Paper
Undergraduate Essay Prize: Silver Medal  (Doreen Fraser)
Theresa Klaver, “Espousal and Self-Intimation: A Counter Argument to Wilkerson’s Idea of Choice”
Undergraduate Essay Prize: Bronze Medal  (Tim Kenyon)
Martin Zelko, “In Defense of Backward Causation”

Graduate Essay Prize: Gold Medal  (Mathieu Doucet)
Kevin Gerlach, “Possible World Accounts of Luck”

Graduate Essay Prize: Silver Medal  (Mathieu Doucet)
Catherine Klausen, “Universal Design, Luck Egalitarianism, and the Social Model of Disability”

Graduate Essay Prize: Bronze Medal  (Jackie Feke)
Vanessa Lam, “Ending the Problematic Exploitation of Payday Loan Users”

These student awards are made possible by generous donors to the Department of Philosophy. Thank you!!